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PRICE CONTENT

Beano on 

sale 

18/08/2021
£2.75

Prepare to come face to face with more 

dinosaurs than you can shake a stick at in this 

week’s Beano. Although we wouldn’t 

recommend shaking a stick at them – we’d 

recommend running!

LEGO 

NINJAGO on 

sale 

18/08/2021

£5.99 Double gift issue!

FROZEN on 

sale 

18/08/2021

£4.99 Cute bag & scrunchies with this issue!

MEGA

on sale  

18/08/2021

£4.99 Summer bumper - 5 gifts + Pokemon cards!

Papercrafter

On sale 

19/08/2021

£9.99 Special seasonal issue, featuring crafting Dan 

Bibby seasonal swirls cardmaking kit

Sew

On sale 

19/08/2021

£9.99 Get ready for christmas with this issue of Sew. 

It includes free new look and simplicity sewing 

patterns.
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TITLE PRICE CONTENT

Commando -

Home of 

Heroes on sale 

19/08/2021

£2.25 For Top Gun fans, this Commando has high-

octane USAF jets battling it out in the skies.

Warhammer 

Imperium-

NEW 

National 

Partwork 

Collection! 

On sale 

25/08/2021

Part 1 £2.99

Part 2 £5.99

Part 3+ £8.99

If this is the first time you’ve heard of 

Warhammer 40,000 then this is the 

publication for you!

The heart of the Warhammer 40,000 hobby is 

collecting stunning miniatures, which you 

assemble and paint before taking them to 

battle on the tabletop. Every issue of 

Imperium includes amazing models, brushes 

or paints, with helpful guides on how to use 

them. Fascinating articles take you through 

the history, battles and heroes of the 41st 

Millennium, making this magazine your 

indispensable guide to Warhammer 40,000, 

where in the grim darkness of the far future 

there is only war! 

Adventures 

With on sale 

19/08/2021

£4.99 Signature Publishing’s successful changing-

themed magazine for pre-school children, 

ADVENTURES WITH, continues with its latest 

issue: ADVENTURES WITH Chuggington, under 

license from Herschend Entertainment 

Studios. With a brand new series, 

Chuggington: Tails from the Rails, airing on 

BBC's CBeebies channel and iPlayer, the 

launch of an extensive new toy range with 

Alpha Group, plus an official YouTube 

Chuggington channel with over a million 

subscribers, it’s the perfect moment for a 

Chuggington magazine. The magazine will 

follow the adventures of three young Trainees 

– Wilson, Koko and Brewster - as they learn 

about teamwork, friendship, diversity, 

kindness and fun. It's packed with stories, 

colouring, puzzles and games, all created to 

help develop children's key early learning 

skills. Along with fantastic competitions and a 

high quality 5-piece train playset that ties in 

with the magazine content, ADVENTURES 

WITH Chuggington is 100% traintastic fun!



Beautiful 

Mermaid on 

sale 

20/08/21

£3.75 The next issue of Beautiful mermaid will be 

full of great mermaid stories, underwater 

colouring fun, puzzles and games.  The 

magazine will come with a pretty mermaid set 

including a shimmer lipstick, nail varnish, 

gems, bracelet and hairclips.

Dino Friends 

on sale 

20/08/21

£3.75 This issue of Dino Friends will be packed fulll

of Dino games, puzzles, facts and features.   It 

will be covermounted with a Dinosaur dart 

gun with three darts!

Wiltshire Life 

Sep-21        

on sale 

12/08/21

£4.99 In this issue we share details of the return of 

two popular county events. The Marlborough 

LitFest is once again welcoming authors to the 

town with live and online events and we 

discover more about creative events on the 

Peacock Arts Trail.Mary-Vere Parr meets world 

renowned fashion designer Georgina von 

Etzdorf, as she opens her new business in 

Wilton. We visit Kensons Farm, where, for the 

last two decades they have been growing, and 

supplying organic  vegetables, flowers, and 

more recently Shitake mushrooms to the local 

community, and beyond.We head back to the 

1400s and reveal how the actions of two 

noblemen defined their fate. Michael 

Marshman shares how from the wheel to 

classic car, and bicycle design, the county has 

been at the forefront of transport 

innovation.Wessex Auctions explain the 

growing interest in collecting items relating to 

the military. Morag Walker has the latest 

update of life on her allotment, and we have 

full details of how to send in nominations for 

this year’s Wiltshire Life awards.

Marvel 

Essentials -

Issue 4 on 

sale 

19/08/21

£7.99 ue 4 of this exciting series features X-Men & 

The Fantastic Four plus ‘Venom The Abyss’ 

begins. This issue continues to explore the 

core elements that shape the Marvel universe 

and is a must have for all Marvel fanatics! 

Priced at £7.99 this title is also easily 

accessible to new readers.


